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The Visual Mind: Art and Mathematics 
Michele Emmer (ed.) 
M.I.T. Press, Fitzroy House, 11, Chenies Street, 
London WClE 7ET, ISBN 0-262-05048-X, Cost 
35.95 Pounds Sterling 
Art and mathematics sometimes sit uneasily to- 
gether with occasionally people from both sides 
not accepting the relevence of one field to the 
other. However, in all forms of science, visuali- 
sation now plays an important role. Indeed, ad- 
vances in computer science and graphical inter- 
pretation of data now form a vital part of all sci- 
entific work. These advances in computing and 
other equally important areas, such as photogra- 
phy, have allowed artists to explore and develop 
the more nontraditional forms of artistic expres- 
sion. 
The book opens up with three introductory pa- 
pers on art and mathematics: the first is a general 
introduction by the editor on the background to 
the book and this is followed by a paper orig- 
inally published by Max Bill in 1949 on “The 
Mathematical Way of Thinking in the Visual Art 
of Our Time”. Of course, no book on the topic 
of art and mathematics would be complete with- 
out a contribution from Benoir Mandelbrot con- 
cerning fractal geometry and this topic concludes 
the introductory section. The book is then di- 
vided into four themes, each part containing its 
own introduction to that particular area. The 
four parts are concerned with: (I) Geometry and 
Visualization; (II) Computer Graphics, Geome- 
try and Art; (III) Sy mmetry; and (IV) Perspec- 
tive, Mathematics and Art. Contributions, in the 
form of short papers, are presented by both artists 
and mathematicians. Computers are used to help 
build sculptures of knots and complex topological 
surfaces (computer interactive sculptures) as well 
as to illustrate many mathematical shapes and 
surfaces. The book provides both a visual feast 
and a fascinating insight into the mathematics 
employed to generate many of the graphical im- 
ages displayed in the book. 
D.R. Emerson, Daresbury Laboratory 
From Logic to Logic Programming 
Kees Doets 
Foundations of Computing Series, The MIT 
Press, ISBN o-262-04142-1, xii+214 pages, Price: 
$43.95 / E29.95 
When writing about logic programming, one 
can choose to take a practical and application- 
oriented approach, teaching the reader how to 
program efficiently in Prolog for instance, or 
one can choose a theoretical and mathematically- 
oriented approach, emphasizing the connections 
with logic and proof-theory. As the title suggests, 
this book takes the second approach. The book 
can be roughly divided in three parts. 
In the first part, consisting of the first three chap- 
ters, the author explains the necessary basic con- 
cepts of discrete mathematics and logic: trees, 
ordinals, basics of propositional and first-order 
logic. Only those aspects are presented which are 
needed for the study of logic programming. As a 
consequence, many classical results of logic (like 
the Lowenheim-Skolem theorems, or the com- 
pactness theorem) are treated only very briefly, 
sometimes only as an exercise. Although essen- 
tially complete and self-contained, the exposition 
on first-order logic is probably too terse for read- 
ers with no prior exposure to mathematical logic. 
The main emphasis is on the resolution refutabil- 
ity technique, which is of central importance in 
logic programming. This technique is explained 
in a very clean and elegant way: starting from 
resolution for propositional logic which is easy to 
understand, the author shows the completeness of 
unrestricted resolution by reducing the first-order 
case to the propositional case. Unification solves 
the problem of choosing good substitutions in un- 
restricted resolution, and this finally leads to the 
resolution inference rule. 
The second part discusses the basic theory of logic 
programming. In chapter 4, the declarative as- 
pects of logic programs are treated: the existence 
of least Herbrand models, program-definability 
and some examples of representations of seman- 
tic domains as Herbrand universes. Chapter 5 
discusses the procedural aspects (linear resolu- 
tion and SLD-resolution), and the link between 
the procedural and declarative views (soundness 
and completeness theorems). The author clearly 
shows that theorem-proving is not only about 
